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People have always been interested in transporting themselves and their goods from one place to
another. So the rivers, mountains and valley are considered as a basic problem facing the people in their
transpo(ation and movement from one place to another. So in the beginning they thought to pass that
obstruction and move away. First they used a rope or swimming and finally they reached to use a bridge that
was mode of simple materials like rock, stone, timber and other materials was available at that time. The
history ofdevelopment of bridge construction is closely linked with the history of human civilization. The
first bridges were simple beam span of stone slabs or tree trunks, and for longer spans, single strands of
bamboo or vine were stretched across the chasm or oops or baskets containing the traveler were pulled
across the stretched rope. The bridges in which timber cantilever beam extended out from piers on both sides
of the stream where built in china. In 4000 B.C. arch structures have been found in Egypt. From the 9 th
century B.C. early Romans used the stone arch in bridges. In early history in Iraq, the Babylon's constructed
a bridge near Ashtar across the Euphrates; the span ofthis bridge was about 130 meters. One of the ancient
arches bridges in Iraq about 400 B.C. that had been discovered in Ur, in south oflraq.

Bridges have always been an important part ofour environment. They have been major subjects of
literature and art, both - ancient and modern. Wars have been fought over bridges and in many cases the
captue of strategic structure has had a pronounced effect on the linal outcome of the war, bridges have been
the center ofvillage or city life. Today the structural engineer has at his disposal the most powerful
analltical tool ever imagined, the digital computer; this instrument can perform in a matter of minutes a

volume ofcalculations that would have previously taken years.

A bridge is a structure providing passage over an obstacle without closing the way beneath. The

required passage may be for a road, a railway, pedestrians, a canal or a pipeline. The obstacle to be crossed

may by a river, a road, railway or a valley.

The main parts of abridge structure are as b€low: o Decking, consisting of slab, girders, trusses, etc. . .

o Bearings for the decking. o Abutrnents and piers. o Foundations for the abutments and piers. . Approaches

to the bridge to connect the bridge proper to the roads on either side; and o Handrails, guard stones. etc. ' '

The component above the level of bearing are gouped as sup€rstructure, While, the parts below the bearing

level are classified as sub structure.

Bridge may be classified in many ways, as over a

river), viaduct (road or railway over a valley), ped e

bridge. o According to the material of construction of
reinforced concrete, prestressed concrete, composite or Aluminum Bridge' t Accolding to the form or type

of superstructure as slab, beam, truss! zmh or suspension bridge. . According to the inter span relations as

tions
or

welded bridge. o According to the road level relative to the.highest flood level of the river below'

ersrbte bridge. o According to the method of
movable-swing or transporter bridge' o According

to 30m), major bridge (above 30m) or long span

'J,AixHffi [il.,"*'ffi l,:hlliiff i***",
Bailey) bridge.
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By reading the above paragraphs, answer the following questions.

What does the passage mainly discuss?

When and where was the lirst discovered arch bridge?

What is the definition of a bridge?

Describe the types of first discovered bridges?

List three of bridges importance?

6. List some of bridge's components that mentioned in the passage?

7. The passage classifies the bridges in many ways. List some of these classifications?

E. What is the typical length of long span bridge?

9. List some of the bridge's construction materials?

10. According to second paragraph, what makes the bridge constructions and design
calculations easy to perform?

Eest of luck

Heod of deportment

Dr. lolol T, S. Al-Oboedi
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